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Second Quarter, 2021 
 

Inflated Expectations 

What a half-year it's been for markets: umpteen record highs for the major indexes, real 
estate rallies, inflation scares, bitcoin bubbles, and the meme stock phenomenon.  

The S&P 500 closed a little bit higher yesterday to mark its 34th new high of the 2021. 
That’s about one in every four trading days. Since its pandemic low 15 months ago, the 
stock market has nearly doubled. Going back to the beginning of 2013, the S&P 500 has 
now made 310 new all-time highs. 

Every investor should be pleased with how 2021 has gone so far. Let’s look at some of 
the particulars to try to understand what has happened and try to parse what might be 
coming in the days ahead. 
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Stocks Up Big 

Domestic stocks closed out the first half of 2021 with double-digit percentage gains, 
powered by an economic recovery that some believe is still gaining speed. The S&P 500 
is up 15.25 percent in 2021, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has climbed 13.79 
percent, and the NASDAQ has gained 12.54 percent. The second quarter marked the 
indexes’ fifth consecutive quarter of gains, their longest such winning streak since a 
nine-quarter stretch that lasted through 2017. 

Within the S&P, energy (+45.5%), financials (+25.5%), and real estate (+23%) led the 
way, each returning well over 20 percent in 2021. Utilities (+2.5%) and consumer 
staples (+5%) lagged, with single-digit returns. Value (+16.5%) outperformed growth 
(+14.5%), but not by a lot, and both did well, returning close to the index. Mid (+17.5%) 
and small caps (+23.5%) were better still. 

Shares of Facebook rallied this week after a judge dismissed two federal antitrust 
complaints against the company. The stock jumped more than 4 percent and its market 
capitalization broke the $1 trillion barrier. Facebook is now the fifth member of the 
“four comma” club, joining Apple, Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. Facebook made that 
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journey faster than the others. The company was founded, famously, in Mark 
Zuckerberg’s dorm room just 17 years ago. You might recall the scene in The Social 
Network when Sean Parker says, “one million dollars isn’t cool. You know what’s cool? 
A billion dollars.” Facebook is now valued at one thousand times that amount. 

Internationally, among developed countries, Canada (+21%) and the Netherlands 
(+19%) topped the leader board. France (+14.5%), the UK (+12.5), Italy (+12%), Hong 
Kong (+11%), Germany (+9.5%), and Japan (+1.5%) were all in the black. Only New 
Zealand (-9%) and Portugal (-3%) were in negative territory. Within emerging markets, 
Saudi Arabia performed best, returning 29 percent so far in 2021. India was up 17 
percent; China returned 2.5 percent. Colombia (-19%) brought up the rear. And in 
frontier markets, Kazakhstan (+48%) performed best while Slovakia (-19%) was the only 
big loser. 
  
With performance like that, the mood should be ebullient, and for many it is. The 
economy’s rebound has been undeniable. Corporate earnings have shined, too. A record 
number of S&P 500 companies have issued positive earnings and sales guidance for the 
second quarter, according to FactSet. Data on everything from hiring to consumer 
spending to small business-owners’ confidence have bounced back and stayed above 
their pandemic lows. 

Markets are heading into the second half of the year with investors and traders mostly 
wondering whether (a) economic growth, while still positive, is slowing; and (b) a 
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recent acceleration in inflation is shaping up to be transitory or the start of a longer-
term trend that might force the Federal Reserve more actively to increase interest rates. 

Bonds Higher Too 

Yields on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note, meanwhile, and U.S. Treasury 
yields more generally, suggest that after snapping back from the Covid-19 shutdown, 
longer-term economic growth might be more muted than investors expected just a few 
months ago. That is in part due to dim prospects for additional, huge stimulus from the 
federal government.  

U.S. Treasury yields surprised many by sliding in the second quarter, pushing prices 
higher and marking a reversal from the sharp rise of this year’s first three months, when 
markets generally rode a wave of optimism that stimulus and re-openings would spur a 
roaring ‘20s type of acceleration. The yield on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note 
closed Q2 at 1.45 percent, up from 0.91 percent at the end of 2020 but down from 1.75 
percent at the end of March. 

U.S. Treasury yields play an important function in the economy and the markets, 
helping set borrowing costs on everything from mortgages to corporate bonds. They are 
also a closely watched economic barometer, with longer-term yields in particular 
tending to rise when the growth outlook improves and decline when it falters. 

Yields on conventional and inflation-protected U.S. Treasury paper still suggest the U.S. 
economy will grow at a healthy pace going forward. But expectations aren’t as buoyant 
as they were at the end of Q1. Back then, yields reflected forecasts that the Federal 
Reserve’s benchmark federal-funds rate would remain near zero this year but start 
climbing by 2023 and steady at around 2.5 percent, without causing the inflation rate to 
fall to below the central bank’s 2 percent target. 

Most observers today still expect the Fed to raise rates at roughly the same time, or 
perhaps a little sooner. However, projections for rates over the longer term have 
subsided somewhat – as have inflation expectations – suggesting a slightly weaker 
economy, less able to withstand interest-rate increases. 

Commodities Up Big 

Commodities markets are robust. The Bloomberg Commodities Spot Index, a measure 
of 22 raw material prices, is up 78 percent from the March 2020 low when the pandemic 
first hit. Crude oil, the global economy’s most crucial commodity, has moved inexorably 
higher as the world has emerged from lockdown. Benchmark Brent prices are up 45 
percent this year, prompting speculation about the potential for prices to surpass $100 a 
barrel for the first time since 2014. Iron ore is near record levels. U.S. steel prices have 
tripled this year. Coal has risen to a 13-year high. Natural gas prices are on a tear. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/us-inflation-consumer-price-index-may-2021-11623288303?mod=article_inline%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-yields-signal-investors-waning-economic-exuberance-11625024471?mod=article_inline%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bidens-latest-infrastructure-offer-1-trillion-11622725783?mod=article_inline%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://markets.cmail20.com/t/d-l-qkyyuit-yuykutttil-z/
https://markets.cmail20.com/t/d-l-qkyyuit-yuykutttil-v/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-06-29/commodity-traders-make-billions-as-oil-copper-battery-metals-prices-rise?sref=DnHCEBx0
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For consumers, however, the commodities boom means rekindling fears of high 
inflation. To this point, companies have mostly absorbed the brunt of the impact, 
pushing factory inflation in some countries, including China, to their highest levels in 
more than a decade. Sooner or later, however, consumers will pay the price, too – which 
is where the markets’ great fears rest. 

Real Estate Rally 

The S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller National Home Price Index rose 14.6 percent in the 
year that ended in April, up from an 13.3 percent annual rate the prior month. April 
marked the highest annual rate of price growth since the index began in 1987. Across 10 
large cities, and on a national level, prices are now well above their peak before the 
global financial crisis. Similarly, the FHFA home price index is up 15.7 percent year-
over-year, the highest rate on record. Bottom line: the real estate market is hot. 

We know what happened after the last great peak, and nobody wants a repeat 
performance. However, the benchmark Fannie Mae mortgage yield has fallen since that 
last crisis, in large measure due to the determined efforts of the Federal Reserve. 
Therefore, affordability, defined by how easily someone with the typical income could 
cover the interest payment on a typical loan, remains widely achievable. Despite a dip in 

https://markets.cmail20.com/t/d-l-qkyyuit-yuykutttil-jy/
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affordability recently, house prices are more manageable than they were at any point in 
the decade before the Great Financial Crisis. 

Historically, stocks have outperformed real estate by a significant margin. However, 
with real estate (and unlike equities), leverage is mostly cheap and easy to acquire. 
Accordingly, with an 80 percent mortgage, a 20 percent price increase provides a 100 
percent return. Also accordingly, easy money makes the risks much easier to ignore. 
Housing crashes are historically rare but disastrous when they occur because they cause 
leveraged losses for people who typically cannot afford them. With leverage, a “loss” can 
turn into a “crash” surprisingly easily.  

Reasons to be Optimistic 

Things aren’t Instagram-perfect. Millions of people are still unemployed, businesses are 
having trouble finding and keeping employees, many workers are still avoiding the 
office, and shortages of everything from lumber to computer chips have fueled inflation. 
Economists wildly disagree about whether inflation could get out of control and some 
governors are booting their residents off of unemployment benefits to try to encourage 
(force) them look for work. Some have wondered if the Biden administration spent too 
much money, too soon, in its relief efforts, setting us up for a hard landing down the 
line, exacerbated by necessary tax hikes to pay for it all. 

That said, there are some very good reasons to be optimistic about the economy. 

https://slate.com/business/2021/05/wood-prices-expensive-explained-sawmill-maine.html
https://slate.com/technology/2021/05/chip-shortage-semiconductor-cars-playstation5-supply-chain-explained.html
https://slate.com/business/2021/03/larry-summers-jerome-powell-economy-overheat.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/25/business/economy/larry-summers-washington.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-are-leaving-unemployment-rolls-more-quickly-in-states-cutting-off-benefits-11624786202
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/27/business/economy/jobs-workers-unemployment-benefits.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/21/upshot/pandemic-economy-stimulus.html
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1. The pandemic may be winding down. The biggest piece of good news is that we seem 
to be getting the pandemic under control. To be sure, vaccination rates seem to have 
begun to plateau overall and are extremely uneven across the country, ranging from 85 
percent for adults in Vermont to just 46 percent in Mississippi. Experts warn that the 
more transmissible delta variant could cause severe regional outbreaks in parts of the 
country where vaccination rates are low. The nation’s seven-day average case count has 
already started to edge up, and is rising in most states. 

However, we are averaging close to our lowest number of daily cases since March 2020. 
Cases are down or flat in 21 states and the District of Columbia, while deaths and 
hospitalizations are both still trending down nationally. Three states – Massachusetts, 
Maryland, and Vermont – are now seeing fewer than one new infection per 100,000 
residents each day, putting them on track to contain the virus and halt community 
spread, while several others are getting close to that threshold.  

Because vaccination rates are much higher among the elderly, who are generally most at 
risk, any future outbreaks should be far less deadly than they have been. America’s 
prognosis isn’t improving across the board. But in much of the country, the pandemic is 
finally coming under control even as normal life resumes. 

2. Consumer spending is strong. The United States is still down about 7.6 million jobs 
from the pre-pandemic peak, but you’d never guess it from peoples’ shopping habits. 
Despite a small dip from April, consumer spending was higher in May than in February 
2020, and has nearly caught up to its pre-pandemic trend. Americans are shopping for 
cars, washing machines, and couches like crazy. There is good reason to be concerned 
about what will happen to families who are relying on jobless benefits to get by when 
that aide disappears. But the combination of record savings rates and rising aggregate 
pay bodes well for the economy going forward. 

3. Jobs are plentiful. There are more positions available than ever in America, but 
business owners (and I’ve talked to quite a few) say it’s impossible to find workers 
because potential candidates are choosing to stay home on unemployment benefits 
rather than work. Critics say that after being in the driver’s seat with workers for more 
than a decade, businesses finally have to start paying people. Nobody really knows 
which argument is better. Some states have already started booting residents off 
benefits, but it’s not clear that’s making those people hunt for work any faster (The New 
York Times and The Wall Street Journal, which both provide very good coverage in this 
area, recently printed dueling articles making completely opposite arguments about the 
situation, which should give you a sense of the state of play). 

4. Pay is going up. After stories galore about small-business owners who can’t hire, you 
might think wages would be surging. That’s kind of true — hourly pay among all workers 
did rise quickly in April and May. The problem is that those gains are currently 
being outstripped by inflation. However, the leisure and hospitality business is a 
different story as wage growth has shot up by about 5 percent in that sector since 
January, well above the pace of inflation. My local In-n-Out, for example, is offering new 
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html
https://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/key_metrics_and_indicators_v4.pdf
https://covidactnow.org/?s=1989908
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/health/covid-vaccine-states-distribution-doses/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PAYEMS
https://www.bea.gov/news/2021/personal-income-and-outlays-may-2021
https://www.kansascityfed.org/research/economic-bulletin/why-are-americans-saving-so-much-income-2020/
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https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/27/business/economy/jobs-workers-unemployment-benefits.html
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CES0500000003
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burger-flippers $16-18 an hour to start. America’s waiters, cooks, bartenders, and hotel 
maids are getting a long-overdue and much-needed pay bump. 

5. Productivity is up. As Greg Ip of The Wall Street Journal recently observed, we seem 
to be “in a productivity boom.” By the end of the first quarter of 2021, output per hour 
was up 4.1 percent compared with a year earlier, the biggest increase in a decade. 

The standard explanation is simply that, during the pandemic, businesses laid off so 
many workers in the service sector, where productivity tends to be lower, pushing the 
number higher. However, productivity growth actually sped up at the beginning of 2021, 
just as many of those employees returned to work — the opposite of what you’d expect. 
Investment in software also accelerated from January to March, suggesting a more 
fundamental shift is taking place: The pandemic may have finally forced some 
businesses move into the 21st century. 

Productivity growth is a crucial element of a healthy, expanding economy. It’s how we 
learn to do more with less labor, freeing people to do other, more valuable jobs. It also 
allows businesses to raise wages without having to raise prices, since their employees 
generate more revenue. However, despite huge advances in tech, productivity was 
extremely sluggish in the decade following the Great Recession. That’s what makes this 
recent burst so exciting. It’s not just the silver lining of a terrible time but, perhaps, the 
fuel to start a new period of real economic growth. Some economists think that might be 
so. If they’re right, we could be in for the sort of economic run the U.S. hasn’t seen in a 
very long time. 

The Big Open Question 

Sentiment indicators, the vast majority of analysts, and the data all seem to be arguing 
inflation is real and not transitory. The Fed, Wall Street, and Paul Krugman have the 
other side of that trade. Tomorrow brings the release of June’s unemployment data. 
Considerable attention will be focused on wage gains and the labor participation rate. 

Inflation remains the big open economic question. 

The most recent Consumer Price Index report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
provided another glimpse into inflationary pressures. The CPI increased 0.6 percent 
from April to May, and 5 percent year-over-year. Both figures outpaced economists’ 
consensus forecasts and the latter represented the fastest year-over-year price growth 
since 2008.  

Inflation is important because, since 1960, the median return for the S&P 500 has been 
15 percent in low-inflation periods compared to 9 percent in high-inflation periods. 

Looking under the hood of the top-line numbers, inflation has not affected all economic 
sectors equally. The overall price of food and shelter has increased only 2.2 percent since 
May 2020, well within the Federal Reserve’s flexible 2 percent average inflation target 
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(though bacon is up 13 percent!). If you want to move from one place to another, 
however, it’s going to cost you: Gasoline prices are up 56.2 percent year-over-year, used 
cars and trucks 29.7 percent, car and truck rentals 109.8 percent, airline fares 24.1 
percent, and bicycles 10.1 percent.  

That said, the economy — like the American society as a whole — was locked down last 
May, causing demand for (and the price of) many goods and services to plummet. 
Gasoline prices, for example, are up 56.2 percent from May 2020, but just 3.4 percent 
from May 2019. This phenomenon is even starker with airfare. Plane tickets are, on 
average, 24.1 percent more expensive now than they were a year ago. But they’re 
actually 11.3 percent cheaper than they were two years ago.  

That isn’t the case with every product included in the CPI, of course. The price of used 
cars and trucks has skyrocketed no matter where you start counting from, for example. 
Such increases have much to do with supply chains being unable to keep up with 
renewed demand as we put the pandemic behind us.  

As Western economies roar back to life, a fresh wave of Covid-19 clusters in Asia is 
creating new bottlenecks in the global supply chain, threatening to push up prices and 
weigh on the post-pandemic recovery. Meanwhile, the run-up in commodity prices is 
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casting a cloud over the global economic recovery, slamming vulnerable businesses and 
households and adding to fears that inflation could become ore persistent. 

A Little Off 

Something seems a little off. Perhaps it is several somethings, where bad is good 
somehow.  

All year, amateur investors, propelled by a social media frenzy and more than a bit of 
boredom, have poured money into highly speculative “investments” like so-called meme 
stocks and cryptocurrencies. The cryptos have taken a beating of late but meme stocks 
have largely continued to perform. For example, AMC Entertainment is still trading just 
below its record high and is +2,574 percent in 2021 while GameStop's stock price 
remains nicely above $200 (+1,037% YTD) a full five months after it peaked at nearly 
$400 amid an epic short-squeeze. 

Indeed, you would have done far, far better owning Dogecoin this year (+5,199%, as 
of yesterday, YTD; it may be wildly different today) than Pfizer (+8.5%), Moderna 
(+125%), or JNJ (+6%). The former is (literally) a joke; the latter three created effective 
vaccines in record time that saved millions upon millions of lives. 

Bloomberg notes that since March, almost 100 money-losing companies have raised 
money via secondary offerings, twice the number of profitable companies. According to 
Sundial Research, over the past 12 months, 750 unprofitable companies have turned to 
the secondary market. That’s the widest margin between money-making and money-
losing firms in nearly 40 years. 

Junk bonds are now yielding just over 4 percent. That’s an all-time low. In fact, the 
spread between junk debt and investment-grade is the narrowest it’s been in over a 
decade.  

MicroStrategy Inc. is a profitable but not particularly large enterprise analytics software 
company. The firm seems to have decided that enterprise analytics software, while 
profitable, is boring, and that it would be more fun to speculate in cryptocurrency 
markets (really). MicroStrategy went to its shareholders — and convertible bond 
investors, and even high yield bond investors — and said (paraphrasing): “If we wanted 
to speculate wildly on cryptocurrency, would you fund that?” I don’t know whether I 
should be surprised about it or not, but the investors were like, “Sure, yeah, sounds 
fun.”  

The consensus view seems to be that the economy is in good shape, the disruptions 
caused by the pandemic are working themselves out, and the inflation we’re seeing is 
explicable via non-worrisome (“transitory”) mechanisms. However, with the obvious 
caution that anecdotes aren’t data, stories like these force me to be a bit nervous about 
the consensus. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/13/technology/crypto-art-NFTs-trading-cards-investment-manias.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/13/technology/crypto-art-NFTs-trading-cards-investment-manias.html
https://www.coindesk.com/price/dogecoin
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-27/record-stock-sales-from-money-losing-firms-ring-the-alarm-bells?sref=DnHCEBx0
https://email.mg1.substack.com/c/eJwlksuO4jAQRb-GLCO_YicLL6Y109CIsBhGnYZN5EclGPJS4kCHrx_TSKUqyb6lU6pbRnmo-3GRQz_56JlKvwwgO7hPDXgPYzRPMJbOSkYZZkJEViJBjNCRm8pqBGiVa2Q0zLpxRnnXd09xKohg0VkyYZViYCqDiKlQhTRRONFUoFQnhCYvpJqtg86A7LtmKQflbNTIs_fDtKK_VuQ9ROO6a_xExbrp-1bDWOt5ch1MU2z6NihM4F9DJYxkVFAeY8QSTMKL2vxFZpPz3ZJRS818bL9vmmB3-tp2u3Z_04dsPn3Zx468L3bdXPT687F7fNzzyx-f__7w-T9z00VzMW32sJvt2a4_Ozjg5Vg0j9NX7o9t6N_k_tRmy67YDna9v6mCeU1ObWAMujXerlOfH9B9f8BOFd-TKrI5jJYYgQyuOAhOgRGeGMwrTJM3gxFAokTkJEEEI04R5gghEuNYGJMBSUXFdcVTxisgkKUqs1WmOLbViqG2xvE068krc33uJxrlOEyg7qOrzz4I6p9dPn-Cc2Wo7dw5v5TQKd2AlX6cIfKvs_ixuKyhgzGciy2Vl5iTBPE0IxRT8TIxuE5TTDJGSBTQtg9dnfRn8KNT9j_G5M1p
https://email.mg1.substack.com/c/eJwlksuO4jAQRb-GLCO_YicLL6Y109CIsBhGnYZN5EclGPJS4kCHrx_TSKUqyb6lU6pbRnmo-3GRQz_56JlKvwwgO7hPDXgPYzRPMJbOSkYZZkJEViJBjNCRm8pqBGiVa2Q0zLpxRnnXd09xKohg0VkyYZViYCqDiKlQhTRRONFUoFQnhCYvpJqtg86A7LtmKQflbNTIs_fDtKK_VuQ9ROO6a_xExbrp-1bDWOt5ch1MU2z6NihM4F9DJYxkVFAeY8QSTMKL2vxFZpPz3ZJRS818bL9vmmB3-tp2u3Z_04dsPn3Zx468L3bdXPT687F7fNzzyx-f__7w-T9z00VzMW32sJvt2a4_Ozjg5Vg0j9NX7o9t6N_k_tRmy67YDna9v6mCeU1ObWAMujXerlOfH9B9f8BOFd-TKrI5jJYYgQyuOAhOgRGeGMwrTJM3gxFAokTkJEEEI04R5gghEuNYGJMBSUXFdcVTxisgkKUqs1WmOLbViqG2xvE068krc33uJxrlOEyg7qOrzz4I6p9dPn-Cc2Wo7dw5v5TQKd2AlX6cIfKvs_ixuKyhgzGciy2Vl5iTBPE0IxRT8TIxuE5TTDJGSBTQtg9dnfRn8KNT9j_G5M1p
https://email.mg1.substack.com/c/eJwlUsmOozAQ_ZpwRF7AhoMPs3UyLTLSdM9kuyAvBXECBoFJmnx9m45ku8quV3rWe6Wlh7obZtF3o4-Wo_RzD8LBfWzAexiiaYShtEYkNMEJ55ERiBPNVWTHshoAWmkbEfWTaqyW3nZuAWec8CQ6C2C6IhoRXClkdMWxxpRQTakOmWbpk1JOxoLTIDrXzGUvrYkacfa-H1f024q8hNVYd40Xqlg1XdcqGGo1jdbBOMa6awNCB_5riCQhOeWUxRglKSbhRW7ekN5sWTHn1FA9HduPmyLYng6vrmj_3NR7Pp0O5lGQl9msm4ta7x7F4_d9e_nltz-PYdc3tW8uus0fZvN6Nuudg3dsFVnuW39sG3Qkea8sHuU-HU77v1663STnBZNei8Pbrfj3_779gb3cfwRMPoVvpZojjSsGnFFICEs1ZhWm6XdUcaWDgJEVJEiHGEWYIYRIjGOudQ4k4xVTFcsSVgGBPJO5qXLJsKlWCWprHI-TGr3U10WbaBBDP4K8D7Y--wCov3RcKsG1MsR2ctbPJTipGjDCDxNE_jkSX_aWNTgYwqiYUnqBGUkRy3JCMeVPA4PjNMMkTwiJArXpQpcT_gx-sNJ8AqQ4y0M
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What’s Next? 

By March 23, 2020, the S&P 500 had fallen 34 percent from its February all-time high. 
One year later, the S&P had advanced roughly 75 percent from the low. Today, the index 
has nearly doubled from the low, advanced more than 15 percent YTD and just over 8.5 
percent in the second quarter. 

Stocks are thus in the second year of a bull market, bouncing back from the pandemic-
induced selloff of 2020. Going back to World War II, it has been typical in the second 
year of a recovery for trading to be choppy and for stocks to log more muted but still 
excellent gains. 

More particularly, when the S&P 500 gains more than 12.5 percent in the first half of the 
year, the median gain for the second half is close to 10 percent. That’s nearly double the 
gains of the other years. In other words, strong gains often lead to more strong gains. 
Rallies build on themselves. Of course, that will eventually lead to a breaking point, 
although we can’t know when or how, and none of this is guaranteed. 

It has been a terrific second quarter and a terrific year so far. May it continue, despite 
some decent reasons to be nervous. If it doesn’t, we’ll find our expectations to have been 
highly inflated. If it does, enjoy the ride. 

https://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlkFtuwyAQRVcT_hrxNv7go1LVBXQDFo9JgupgC8a1vPuOEwnBXDFw75wUEO5LO_y6dGTnNuGxgq-w9xkQobGtQ5tK9m5QxmqWvc7CGcdKn24N4BnK7LFtwNYtziUFLEs9-4UbNXt4bR3ExBPPMVOdndZRx8hHSyrI4W0atlygJvDwB-1YKrDZPxDXflGfF_lNC_dyxrmm5Unq5wj1C7CV9EuqY8CtUyE0H5V0znCqrB60pJxecim4VZxzwZW8iqvRPLhBRLA2WRtCMIqGMgGUMTclzEXz511e-xbp5_R7erLm29oh7K3cH3g2hP4R8-uKBp_ofG614DFBDXGG_GaCb7AvStMdKjQCnqeAXlhJKYXTXBGnFwSCppwYtZQjI--80Kvq097_AXkoiiU
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Source: S&P Global 

NOTE: A full listing of performance data is available here. 

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/performance-reports/dashboard-daily-global-markets.pdf
https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/performance-reports/dashboard-daily-global-markets.pdf
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The Tuned Deck 
We are inherently biased toward complexity. We see complexity when simple has much 
greater explanatory power and we see complex order where chaos reigns. We associate 
complexity with expertise, innovation, and authority. Complex problems create 
environments where we are more susceptible to creative interpretation, social pressure, 
and incentives. 

Simpler is better. 

For many years, the famous card sharp Ralph Hull – from Crooksville, Ohio, no less –
 bewildered even professional magicians with a trick he called “The Tuned Deck.” He 
claimed that his standard, 52-card deck was magically tuned so that he could hear which 
card had been selected by a volunteer asked to “pick a card, any card.” No matter how 
many times Hull did the trick, even for expert audiences, nobody figured it out. The 
problem was that everyone was expecting and looking for something too complex. 

Hull’s audience was expecting a singular and complex trick. Instead, Hull would start by 
doing a relatively simple and common card presentation trick (call it a Type A trick, 
perhaps a false cut). His professional audience would recognize that possibility and seek 
to test it and thus asked Hull to do it again. He would, but this time he’d do a Type B – 
but still common – card presentation trick (perhaps a palm), making it obvious he 
wasn’t using a false cut. The experts would recognize it wasn’t Type A and would 
consider Type B. They would test that hypothesis on the next viewing but, this time, 
Hull would use a Type C trick while making it clear he wasn’t palming. And so it would 
go for as many kinds of tricks as Hull knew before he would circle back around again, 
always an hour ahead of the posse, because the experts thought they had already ruled 
out the earlier types of tricks. 

Hull’s expert audiences were fooled into thinking they were seeing a singular but 
complex (and heretofore unknown) trick. Notice that the trick was called “The Tuned 
Deck.” Instead, they got a series of simple tricks but in relatively random order. They 
were expecting uniformity and complexity. They wanted complexity. They wanted new 
and different. What they got was repeated but adaptive simplicity. 

Of course, the right answer really was simple. But, like Occam’s Razor, it wasn’t 
simplistic. The trick was set up beautifully and the multiple but simple (to the initiated) 
tricks were rolled out in no particular order so as to confuse the experts (a typical 
audience would have been fooled by constant repetitions of Type A tricks). Per Einstein 
(perhaps), the trick was as simple as it could be but no simpler. 

That qualifier is significant because, in a fascinating paradox, we also love the simplistic 
as well as the complex. We want sure-thing formulae. We want black-and-white. We 
don’t want the hassle of fine distinctions and careful analysis. We want to think that we 
can tune the markets (and life). 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2927319/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2927319/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240209726_Learned_Helplessness_and_Superstitious_Behavior_as_Opposite_Effects_of_Uncontrollable_Reinforcement_in_Humans
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1018&context=mbds
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1018&context=mbds
https://www.amazon.com/Greater-magic-practical-treatise-modern/dp/B0007HGBEA
https://youtu.be/r3qwXAf2EUY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam's_razor
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2011/05/13/einstein-simple/
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Markets are binary. They can only move up or down. That makes it seem as though 
figuring them out ought to be simple. We even talk that way. The market rallied today 
due to positive earnings releases. But markets are actually moved by the 
interrelationships of an infinite number of variables. We tend to want to focus on one 
big thing – e.g., the Fed, trading sentiment, or the political landscape – and to concoct 
if/then scenarios in response. We want a tuned market. 

Unfortunately, markets (like life) are anything but tuned. They exhibit the kinds of 
behaviors that might be predicted by chaos theory — dynamic, non-linear, sensitive to 
initial conditions. Even a tiny difference in initial conditions or an infinitesimal change 
to current, seemingly stable conditions, can result in monumentally different outcomes. 
Thus, markets respond like systems ordered along the lines of self-organizing criticality 
– unstable, fragile, and largely unpredictable – at the border of stability and chaos. 
   
Our world is infinitely complex. We are, too. That’s why we cannot predict, tame, or 
control the markets or the future. Therefore, an overly simplistic analysis – guided 
perhaps by a singular variable – is a recipe for disaster. Complex solutions don’t offer 
more but cost a lot more. The best we can hope for is to create and test an appropriately 
probabilistic outlook, recognize its limitations, and act accordingly. 

Leonardo da Vinci didn’t say it, but simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. 

Unfortunately, doing so is far easier said than done. Our inherent biases and perceptual 
difficulties make our success rates all too low. Our lack of sufficient knowledge (we can’t 
begin to know all the relevant information) can doom us from the start. And (per Mark 
Twain – perhaps) what we think we know that just ain’t so makes matters far worse. 
Keeping things simple is not as simple as it seems. We are not natural simplifiers.  

Instead, we are hard-wired to look to add to existing systems rather than subtract to a 
simpler solution, even when (usually “though”) simpler is better. More complex things 
break more often, in more ways, and are more prone to error. Thus, a good portfolio you 
can stick with always beats a perfect portfolio you can’t. 

Making good decisions consistently is immensely difficult. We should resist complexity 
for its own sake. A deck of cards can’t be tuned. Neither can markets or life, boisterous 
cacophonies of competing forces and interests. If we are to succeed, we need to keep 
things as simple as possible, but no simpler. 

As Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. (probably) said: “For the simplicity on this side of 
complexity, I wouldn’t give you a fig. But for the simplicity on the other side of 
complexity, for that, I would give you anything I have.” 

Markets and life done that way won’t be tuned. But they don’t have to be too dissonant, 
either. And that’s a pretty good start. 

http://www.abarim-publications.com/ChaosTheoryIntroduction.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/4/4/reviews/bak.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC41396/
https://rpseawright.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-tyranny-of-compounding-costs/
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2015/04/02/simple/
https://rpseawright.wordpress.com/2012/07/16/investors-10-most-common-behavioral-biases/
https://rpseawright.wordpress.com/2013/05/28/shifting-baseline-syndrome/
https://rpseawright.wordpress.com/2013/05/28/shifting-baseline-syndrome/
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2018/11/18/know-trouble/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03380-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00592-0
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/185/4157/1124
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Get a Good Pitch to Hit 
Baseball is insanely frustrating, in large part because it is so hard. Of course, “[i]t’s 
supposed to be hard. If it wasn’t hard, everyone would do it. The hard is what makes it 
great.” The hard is also why it offers so many important lessons. 

Ted Williams was almost surely the greatest hitter of all time. He was a two-time MVP, 
led the league in hitting six times, in home runs four times, and won the Triple Crown 
twice. A 19-time All-Star, he had a career batting average of .344 with 521 home runs 
and was inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1966. 

Williams was also the last player in Major League Baseball to hit over .400 in a single 
season: .406 in 1941. Ted’s career was twice interrupted by service as a U.S. Marine 
Corps fighter-bomber pilot. He served in World War II (1942-1946) and the Korean War 
(1952-53). Had his career not been limited by his military service, especially since it 
was in his prime, Williams’ achievements would surely have been even more incredible. 
He likely would have hit over 700 career home runs and challenged Babe Ruth’s record. 

During spring training of his first professional season, Williams met Rogers Hornsby, 
who had hit over .400 three times and who was a coach for his AA team for the spring. 
Hornsby emphasized that Ted should always “get a good pitch to hit.” That concept 
became Williams’ “first rule of hitting” and the key to his famous and innovative hitting 
chart. 

The concept is a straightforward one — it’s easier to hit a pitch that’s belt high and right 
down the middle than one at the knees and “on the black.” Watch this magnificent 14-
pitch at-bat by Anthony Rizzo of the Cubs recently (and the answer to the quiz is 
“Groundhog Day”). 

Rizzo keeps fouling off tough, borderline pitches before finally getting a good pitch to hit 
– a fastball right down Broadway, in the sweet spot of the Williams chart – and hits a 
bomb into the right-field bleachers.  

In part, getting a good pitch to hit means being analytically aware and thus seeking out 
approaches and strategies that offer a good likelihood of success. It means being 
selective about our choices and our opportunities.   

I wish to re-emphasize, however, that success in this arena is extremely hard to achieve 
and success achieved through good asset allocation can be given back quickly via poor 
active management (and vice versa). That is why a good advisor is so important. 

For advisors, surviving in this business can be a major challenge. Succeeding by actually 
providing clients with real value is that much more difficult. It demands the bravery to 
incur much greater risk – but career and reputation risk rather than investment risk. 
For individuals, it requires the bravery to go against the crowd. Ultimately, investing is a 

https://youtu.be/ndL7y0MIRE4
http://tedwilliams.com/_data/hzone.htm
http://tedwilliams.com/_data/hzone.htm
https://twitter.com/bbletter/status/1403459180602724358?s=20
http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2012/01/is-anyone-good-at-picking-hedge-fund-managers/
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zero-sum game. In other words, all positive alpha is financed by negative alpha. It’s a 
mathematical certainty. 

Value surely exists, but it can be vanishingly hard to find. In the equities markets 
I recommend starting by being very selective — getting a good pitch to hit. Every 
opportunity isn’t a good opportunity. When you don’t have a good pitch to hit, don’t 
swing or, if it’s a tough strike, try to fight it off. When you do get a good pitch to hit, hack 
away. 
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